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Regulated Documents
Regulated Documents are defined in the
legislation and regulations, and must
meet certain requirements. Licensees
are prohibited from presenting these
documents to residents, or their SDMs
unless the documents comply with all the
legislative requirements and have been
“certified” by a lawyer.
…continues on page 2
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Certification appears to mean that the
licensee’s lawyer has reviewed the document
and states that, in their opinion, the document
is legally correct and meets the standards set
out in the LTCHA and its regulations. Whether
it actually does or does not may be the subject
of some debate, as you will see later.
At present, there are two types of regulated
documents. These are:
1. An agreement between the licensee and
the resident or a person authorized to enter
into such an agreement on the resident’s
behalf for allowable resident charges; and
2. Any document containing a consent or
directive with respect to “treatment” as
defined in the Heath Care Consent Act
(HCCA) including a “course of treatment” or
a “plan of treatment”.1
The LTCHA also prohibits the home from
coercing residents into signing documents or
agreements. The home is prohibited from
telling a resident/SDM that the resident will be
discharged from the home, or refused
admission, because they:
1. Refuse to sign a document;
2. Void an agreement; or
3. Give, refuse to give, withdraw or revoke a
consent or directive with respect to
treatment or care.2
However, this section does not apply to
admission to a LTCH or transfer to a secure
unit within the home, as there must be consent
or the admission cannot take place.3
Consent Documents
Upon or after admission to a LTCH, you may
be asked to sign one or more documents
related to treatment or care related to the
resident of the LTCH. There are many legal
issues related to these documents, which are

usually not well understood by the resident,
their SDM, or the staff of the LTCH.
Who Signs the Document?
It is important to understand who has the
authority to sign treatment and care related
documents for residents of LTCHs. Often,
documents are provided to the family upon
admission to sign, without any consideration
given to whether the person is mentally
capable or not.
In Ontario, if a person is mentally capable, they
are the only one who may consent to treatment
or other issues with respect to their own care.
Even if the person has given a power of
attorney for personal care which would allow
another person, called an attorney for personal
care, to make decisions for them, they cannot
do so until the person is unable to make
decisions themselves.
If a consent or
treatment document is signed by a third party
while the resident is capable, it is not valid.
If the resident is found to be mentally
incapable, a person called a “substitute
decision-maker” will make the decision for
them. The SDM may be an attorney for
personal care, or a family member, pursuant to
the hierarchy set out in the HCCA.4 If an
incapable person has no one in their life who
meets the requirements to be a substitute
decision-maker under the HCCA, then the
Public Guardian and Trustee must make
decisions on their behalf.
Who Talks to You about the Documents?
Consent documents typically make up part of a
package of documents provided to the
resident, their family or SDM upon admission.
This is often provided by the administrator,
office manager or other members of the
administrative staff. These staff members are
not legally authorized to obtain consent to
treatment, and any such consent would be
void.

1

O. Reg. 79/10, s. 227(1).
LTCHA, s. 83(1).
3
LTCHA, s. 83(2).
2

4

HCCA, s. 20.
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Firstly, only a health practitioner with the
necessary knowledge can determine whether
or not the person is capable of making the
decision.5 The resident could be capable of
making some treatment decisions and not
others. The administrative staff cannot make
this determination.
Secondly, consent must be informed. This
means that the person must be given
information about the treatment, such as the
nature of the treatment, the risks, benefits and
side effects of the treatment, alternatives to the
treatment and what would happen if they did
not take the treatment. The person is also
entitled to have any questions they may have
about the treatment answered.6 Only a health
practitioner with the necessary knowledge can
provide this information and answer the
questions.
When a number of papers, including consents
are handed to a person on admission, it is
unlikely that they are being properly explained
by a health practitioner and that proper consent
is not being obtained. Residents and their
SDMs should not sign such documents without
discussing them with the physician or other
appropriate health practitioner.
Types of Documents
Consent to Treatment
Consent forms for treatment may include a
variety of types of consent.
1. Consent to ongoing treatment.
This
treatment will be included on a consent
form simply as a continuation of treatment
that the resident was already undergoing in
the community. While it should still be
discussed with the health practitioner, there
is a presumption that there was consent
prior to admission and that this consent
continues.
If the person has already
consented and understands the treatment,
this may be all that is necessary;
5
6

HCCA s. 10.
HCCA, s. 11(2) & (3).

2. Consent to future treatment. Consents may
ask that you agree to “future” treatments,
such as antibiotics if you get an infection.
These are not consents and should not be
signed. Consent can only be obtained in
respect of your present health condition, as
you need to know all of the information
about the illness, the specific treatment
options and their effects, etc.
3. Changes to treatments. Some changes to
treatment are called “included” consents,
and do not require a new consent to be
signed7. When a variation to a treatment is
not expected to cause a material change in
the risk, benefits and side effects of the
original treatment, specific consent is not
required. It depends on the treatment as to
whether or not a new consent would be
needed. Examples of this are a change in
dose or timing of treatments. However, one
should be wary about signing any consents
regarding these changes to treatment, as it
may be assumed that you are agreeing to
all changes to treatment.
4. Blanket consents.
Some homes will
attempt to obtain “blanket consents” which
are agreements for any treatment that may
be ordered in the future. These consents
would not be valid, as they would not meet
the legal requirements of “informed
consent” as required by the HCCA.8
Care Plans
A care plan is a document which will include
both medical treatment as well as personal
care issues, such as toileting, bathing,
dressing, etc. The home should be asking for
consent to all of these things in one document.
Not signing these documents does not mean
that the home cannot provide personal care. If
the resident is capable, their verbal consent or
compliance with personal care is sufficient. If
the resident is not capable, the SDM will need
to provide consent. However, the home must
7
8

HCCA, s. 12.
HCCA, s. 11.
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still provide basic care, such as feeding,
dressing, bathing, until formal consent is
obtained.
Regarding the consent to any medical
treatment, the comments above apply.
Level of Care Forms
“Level of Care” forms have many different
names, but they have similarities. These
documents will generally contain four to five
different “levels” of care, and you will be asked
to “choose” from among them.
Examples of the different levels are “Comfort
Measures Only”; “Comfort Measures with
Additional Treatment at the Long-Term Care
Home”; “Transfer to Hospital Without CPR”;
and “Full Code”.
It must be understood that these are not
consents, and are only expressions of wishes.
only a capable resident can sign these, as
SDMs cannot express wishes: they can only
give informed consent when an actual
treatment is being proposed.
We do not recommend that these documents
be signed, even by the resident. The problem
is that when these documents are signed, the
person “becomes” the level (i.e. – “he’s a level
4”), and informed consent is not obtained when
treatment is needed.
The law of informed consent requires informed
consent at the time the treatment is offered,
and must be based on the requisite
information. Level of Care documents
simply list types of treatments that one
may or may not wish at a later date. As
there is no context to them, they cannot
be consents.

take its course when they are elderly, sick and
frail. However, the person may get a different
type infection, such as a tooth abscess, which
causes pain and is easily treated. When this
level is signed, many homes will either fail to
even advise the person or their SDM of this
possible treatment, or may even refuse to
provide it because of a level of care document
being signed many months or years prior. We
have also seen homes refuse to send people to
hospital because a “no hospitalization” level
was chosen. This level was chosen by the
person understanding it to apply at end of life
only, and instead, when a bone is broken, they
are not sent to hospital for treatment, and as a
result are in great pain.
LTCHs wish to have these forms signed
believing it makes their job “easier” as they
have consent on a number of issues. However,
this is far from the case.
The documents are often signed by a family
member who is not an SDM, who may have no
authority to do so, and without appropriate
information. They do not meet the legal
requirements for consent and may open up the
LTCH and its health practitioners to legal
action.
Appointment of a Representative
Some homes continue to present documents
which purport to allow the resident or a family
member to “appoint” someone to make healthcare decisions on their behalf.
Such an
appointment can only be made through a

An example of this is the use of
antibiotics.
Many Level of Care
documents have a level where it is
indicated that antibiotics are not to be
prescribed.
This generally relates to
persons who have pneumonia, who may
wish to go untreated and let the illness
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power of attorney for personal care, and
therefore these documents are void. Further, if
the person is incapable, they cannot appoint
anyone, and no one can do it for them. If the
person has not written a power of attorney for
personal care appointing someone to be their
attorney, the health practitioner must look to
the HCCA to determine who is highest on the
hierarchy of decision-makers.

document on behalf of the resident, it may not
have any legal effect if something went wrong.

Consents to
Information

The “Do Not Resuscitate Confirmation Form” is
a Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care form
that relates only to the issue of whether or not
a person is to be resuscitated during
transportation in an ambulance.

Disclose

Personal

Health

Residents or their SDM may be asked to sign a
consent to disclose personal health information
to other family members or third parties. This
is purely voluntary. Pursuant to the Personal
Health Information Protection Act, if there is no
consent, the health practitioner cannot disclose
any information about the resident.
Patient Enrolment and Consent to Release
Personal Health Information
Some physicians may request that patients
sign a document enrolling them in their
practice. This is a special Ministry of Health
and Long-Term Care form that they require to
be signed. Residents or their SDMs should
sign this document to obtain the service of the
physician.

Do Not Resuscitate Confirmation Form
Occasionally, homes will ask that residents or
their substitute decision-makers consent to a
“Do Not Resuscitate Confirmation Form” as a
part of the admission process.

Resuscitation of the elderly is often
contraindicated as it generally has very poor
outcomes, and many people do not want this
type of intervention late in life. However, as
ambulance personnel are not regulated health
professionals, they are required to resuscitate
when necessary. When this form is signed, it
accompanies the resident when being
transported in an ambulance and resuscitation
will be withheld.
This form is signed by a physician or member
of the College of Nurses from the LTCH, and
can only be done after a discussion between
the physician and the resident or their SDM
occurs. It is included in their plan of care.

Other Consents and Releases
The LTCH may ask that you sign other
consents and releases. These documents are
signed for the protection of the home. These
may include use of photos of the resident in
displays or publications, such as newsletters or
websites. They may request that you to sign a
release regarding certain types of events. If
the resident is capable, they can decide
whether or not to sign. If the resident is not
capable and has an attorney for personal care
(or court appointed guardian), most of these
documents can be signed by the attorney. If
the resident does not have an attorney or
guardian, there may be no one with legal
authority to sign the documents. This would
mean that if a family member signed a

Other Issues Related to Consent
Documents
Flu or Other Vaccines
Residents and their SDMs will often be asked
on admission if they can be given the annual
flu vaccine. Consent for this can only be given
at the time that the flu vaccine is being
administered, as there are many issues which
must be considered, for example, the patient’s
health condition at the time, type of vaccine,
etc. Informed consent must be based upon the
person’s present health condition– not six
months in advance.
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Anti-viral Medicine
Homes may also ask for consent for anti-viral
medication in the case of flu outbreaks. Again,
this cannot be obtained ahead of time, as there
is no context. Consent must be obtained at the
time the treatment is actually proposed.

withdrawing consent, there is a process they
may follow under the HCCA to challenge the
decision.
However, a resident cannot be
discharged or otherwise penalized because of
such a refusal or withdrawal.

Alcohol
Many consent forms or plans of care
include doctors “orders” for alcohol.
Alcohol is not a treatment, does not
require a prescription, and is not
something that the physician can
control. LTCHs have no authority to
prevent residents from drinking, even
when
they
think
that
it
is
contraindicated.
Guardians and
attorneys for personal care may have
authority in some cases to limit
alcohol, but only if it relates to one of
the enumerated fields of authority,
such as safety. Where there is no
guardian or attorney, there would be
no one with such authority.
Treatment Without Consent
Informed consent is always required
for medical treatment, except in an
emergency as defined in the HCCA.
Treatment, such as giving medication,
without first getting informed consent,
is against the law. A health
practitioner who treats a patient
without informed consent risks
discipline by their regulating college as well as
a lawsuit. While a signed consent form is not
required for medical treatment, it is a good idea
as it provides evidence of the consent for both
the LTCH and the resident.
Refusal or Withdrawal of Consent
Any consent regarding treatment or care can
be refused or withdrawn at any time by either
the capable resident or their SDM. Residents
cannot be penalized for such withdrawals. If
the health practitioner believes that a SDM is
not complying with the HCCA when refusing or

Conclusion
The issue of consents and personal care is one
which is often not well understood by the longterm
care
home
staff.
Unfortunately,
documentation continues to be proffered that is
not in compliance with the law. Residents and
their SDMs should carefully review the
documentation they are asked to sign as part
of the admission process and seek legal advice
where necessary. Documents should not be
signed until they are fully understood and
proper informed consent is obtained.
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EQUAL ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE:
A COMMENTARY ON P.S. v. ONTARIO
Bernadette Maheandiran, Staff Policy and Research Lawyer

The Court of Appeal of Ontario recently held
that the rights of P.S., a deaf patient detained
under the Mental Health Act1 for 19 years,
were violated because he was not provided
with adequate interpretation services in his
treatment in the psychiatric facility in which he
was held and because he did not have access
to a process to have the conditions of his
lengthy detention reviewed.2 The decision
cements the equal right of access to health
care for deaf and disabled persons and
resoundingly states that disability should not be
a barrier to treatment.
According to the Canadian Hearing Society,
almost 25 per cent of adult Canadians report
having some hearing loss.3 However, closer to
10 per cent of people actually identify
themselves as “culturally deaf, oral deaf,
deafened, or hard of hearing.”4 Hearing loss is
the third most widespread chronic condition in
older adults and the most prevalent disability.
Its likelihood rises with age – 46 per cent of
people aged 45 to 87 have some hearing loss. 5
According to Statistics Canada, in 2001 there
were 1.47 million Ontarians over the age of 65
with hearing loss, a number which is expected
to double by 2026.6
1

Mental Health Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. M.7
P.S. v. Ontario, 2014 ONCA 900 (CanLII), available at:
<http://canlii.ca/t/gfr85>
3
Canadian Hearing Society, “Facts and Figures”,
November 18, 2013, available at:
http://www.chs.ca/facts-and-figures
4
Ibid.
5
Ibid.
6
Ontario Human Rights Commission, “Human rights,
disability and accessibility issues regarding visual fire
alarms for people who are deaf and hard of hearing”,
available at: http://www.ohrc.on.ca/en/human-rightsdisability-and-accessibility-issues-regarding-visual-firealarms-people-who-are-deaf
2

Issues related to hearing loss and
discrimination often arise in the context of
medical or, in the case of P.S., psychiatric
treatment. Deaf persons are frequently not
provided with sign language interpretation for
medical appointments or treatments.7 Where a
person cannot understand their diagnosis, they
cannot ask questions to inform themselves of
the benefits or risks of the treatment or fully
explore alternatives with the health care
provider. For those who are in long-term care
facilities or involuntarily detained in psychiatric
facilities, such as P.S., their situation is further
exacerbated as they have no method of
accessing
these
interpretation
services
themselves. Nor can they visit another health
provider who would provide access to these
services. Persons who have other disabilities
or special needs in addition to their deafness
often face even greater difficulties in securing
appropriate health care. They may even risk
being found mentally incapable of making
treatment decisions and being excluded from
treatment decision-making altogether simply
because of their disability.
The Facts of the Case
P.S. was, and continues to be, detained under
the Mental Health Act. There have been
several decisions of the Consent and Capacity
Board over the 19 years of his detention which
indicate that, while he met the criteria for
involuntary detention, he did not need to be in
the maximum security facility in which he was
residing. Further, the Board recommended
that his treatment team ensure that he received
appropriate sign language interpretation.
7

See Canadian Association of the Deaf, “Health Care,”
available at: http://www.cad.ca/health_care.php
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Unfortunately, the Mental Health Act, which
provided for P.S’s detention, did not allow for
the conditions of his detention to be reviewed.
The result was that the Consent and Capacity
Board, an administrative body with expertise in
issues of psychiatric detention, could not order
him transferred to a different security level
within a psychiatric facility, recommend specific
treatment or therapies, or increase his
privileges, such as community access.
The Court of Appeal found that the Mental
Health Act lacked the necessary procedural

safeguards and therefore violated P.S.’s rights
under section 7 of the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms (Charter). The Court of
Appeal ordered that the provisions of the
Mental Health Act that permitted indefinite
detention be severed, and limited the allowable
term of detention to six months. However, the
Court has suspended this declaration for 12
months, giving the Ontario government the
opportunity to amend the legislation to address
the Court’s ruling. While not central to this
article, it is important to recognize that this

ruling does not mean that a psychiatric hospital
must wantonly discharge a person if they have
been in the hospital for over six months. There
are circumstances in which a person should
remain in hospital, such as being designated
alternate level of care and awaiting placement
into a long-term care home.8 All of these
issues will have to be taken into consideration
by the legislature in dealing with this decision.
The Court of Appeal also found that P.S.’s right
to equality before and under the law (section
15 of the Charter) was violated as he was not

provided with access to adequate interpretation
services in the course of his treatment for his
psychiatric illness. Sadly, P.S. had received
interpretation services for only a few
therapeutic interactions over the entire course
of his 19-year detention.
The Court applied the Supreme Court’s
decision in Eldridge v. British Columbia

8

Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, S.O. 2007, c. 8
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(Attorney General) (Eldridge).9 In Eldridge,
which concerned the availability of deafappropriate services in a hospital in British
Columbia, the Supreme Court held that the
hospital was required to provide the means
necessary to ensure “effective communication”
in the provision of medically necessary
services. Determining whether communication
was “effective” included the consideration of
factors such as the complexity and importance
of the information to be communicated, the
context in which the communication was taking
place and the number of people involved. In
P.S., the Court of Appeal held that while
effective communication did not have to be
provided at all times and in every situation;
because of P.S.’s involuntary detention, it
required that he be provided interpretation
services beyond the context of significant
therapeutic services and interactions. It is our
opinion that the Courts would likely make
similar findings in the context of long-term care
homes and other settings where patients are
highly dependent on the health care
professional for treatment.
The Court specifically mentioned the necessity
to utilize interpretation services in obtaining the
appellant’s consent to, or refusal of, treatment,
stating that the provision of information
regarding proposed therapeutic interventions,
as well as the corresponding communication of
consent or refusal, requires ‘effective
communication’ through deaf appropriate
services and that assumptions were made
about P.S.’s refusals of treatment without
addressing the barriers to communication.
The Effects of the Case
This decision of the Court of Appeal further
underscores that accommodation is required
for deaf and otherwise disabled persons so that
they may benefit equally from health-care
services. Hospitals must seriously consider
using qualified sign language interpreters,
assistive listening devices, or other aids when

9

Eldridge v. British Columbia (Attorney General), 1997
CanLII 327 (SCC), [1997] 3 S.C.R. 624

communicating with persons who are deaf or
hard of hearing.
Furthermore, health care providers must be
extremely cautious when deciding not to use
the services of an interpreter to ensure that a
patient’s consent or refusal regarding the
proposed treatment is valid, given a patient’s
abilities. After all, it is the legal duty of the
health care provider proposing the treatment to
obtain valid consent prior to treatment.
Some hospitals are using innovative ways to
accommodate patients who are deaf or hard of
hearing, such as video remote interpretation
(VRI) services.10 The National Association of
the Deaf in the U.S. has commented that the
use of on-site interpreters should be paramount
and that audio quality and privacy as well as
training in use are essential.11
Further
concerns arise in other areas of care in
hospitals and long-term care homes. For
example, whether an office has access to a
TTY (text telephone) to book appointments, or
whether a long-term care home has a visual
alarm system are key parts of care that are
often not considered.
As the Supreme Court noted in Eldridge “…the
dominant perception of deafness is one of
silence.
This perception has perpetuated
ignorance of the needs of deaf persons and
has resulted in a society that is for the most
part organized as though everyone can hear.”12
The P.S. decision is one step on the way to
making sure that this ignorance is not
perpetuated, and that those who have hearing
disabilities are not silenced in participating in
their own health care.

10

Language Alliance Inc., Translation for Lawyers, “The
Legal Risks of Using Video Remote Interpreting (VRI)
Services for Non-English-Speaking Patients, and Why
On-Site Medical Interpreting Services Should Be the
Preferred Option”, December 7, 2013, available at:
http://www.translationforlawyers.com/2013/12/the_legal_
risks_of_using_video.html
11
National Association for the Deaf, “Position Statement:
VRI Services in Hospitals” available at:
http://nad.org/issues/technology/vri/position-statementhospitals
12
Eldridge, supra, note 9, para. 57
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ACCÈS ÉGALITAIRE AUX SOINS DE SANTÉ:
COMMENTAIRE AU SUJET DE P.S. c. ONTARIO
Bernadette Maheandiran, Avocate des politiques et de la recherche
Traduié par : René Guitard, Directeur, Clinique juridique francophone de l'Est d'Ottawa

La Cour d’appel de l’Ontario a récemment
conclu que les droits de P.S., un patient
malentendant détenu en vertu de la Loi sur la
santé mentale13 pour une période de 19 ans,
ont été violés parce qu’on ne lui avait pas
fourni des services d’interprétation adéquats en
lien avec son traitement dans l’institution
psychiatrique dans laquelle il a été détenu
parce qu’il n’avait pas accès au processus pour
faire réviser les conditions de sa détention de
longue durée.14
La décision renforce le
principe de droits égalitaires pour les
malentendants et les personnes ayant un
handicap et énonce très clairement que
l’handicap ne devrait pas être un obstacle pour
obtenir des soins de santé.
Selon la Société canadienne de l’ouïe, près de
25 % de Canadiens adultes ont rapporté
souffrir d’une certain perte d’ouïe,15 bien que
près de 10 % s’identifient comme étant
[TRADUCTION] «culturellement sourds, sourds
oralistes,
devenus
sourds
ou
16
malentendants ».
La perte d’ouïe est la
troisième condition chronique la plus répandue
parmi les adultes plus âgés et l’handicap le
plus courant.
La probabilité d’en souffrir
augmente avec l’âge- 46 % des individus âgés
entre 45 et 87 ans ont des pertes d’ouïe. 17
Selon Statistiques Canada, il y avait en 2001
1,47 millions d’Ontariens âgés de plus de 65
ans qui souffraient d’une perte d’ouïe et on

s’attend à ce que ce chiffre double d’ici l’an
2026.18
Les questions relatives à la perte d’ouïe et la
discrimination apparaissent souvent sur le plan
médical ou dans le cas de P.S. dans le
contexte de soins psychiatriques.
Les
personnes sourdes ne bénéficient pas souvent
de l’interprétation par langage gestuel pour
leurs rendez-vous chez le médecin ou pour
leurs soins de santé.19 Lorsqu’un individu n’est
pas en mesure de comprendre son
diagnostique il ne peut pas poser des
questions pour s’informer des avantages ou
des risques du traitement ou il ne peut pas
explorer les choix que le professionnel de la
santé peut lui offrir. Pour les personnes qui
sont dans des maisons de soins de longue
durée ou qui sont détenues de façon
involontaire
dans
des
institutions
psychiatriques comme P.S., leur situation est
encore plus grave puisqu’elles n’ont pas la
possibilité
d’accéder
à
des
services
d’interprétation ou de consulter avec un autre
professionnel de la santé pouvant les aider à
avoir accès à ces services. Les individus qui
possèdent d’autres handicaps ou qui ont des
besoins spéciaux en plus de leur surdité sont
confrontés souvent à de plus graves difficultés
pour ce qui est d’obtenir des soins de santé. Il
y a également le risque que la personne
déclarée incapable mentalement de prendre
18

13

Loi sur la santé mentale, L.R.O. 1990, c. M.7
14
P.S. c. Ontario, 2014 ONCA 900 (CanLII), disponible
à: <http://canlii.ca/t/gfr85>
15
Société canadienne de l’ouïe, “Facts and Figures”, 18
novembre 2013, disponible à: http://www.chs.ca/factsand-figures
16
Ibid.
17
Ibid.

Commission ontarienne des droits de la personne,
« Les alarmes incendie pour les personnes sourdes et
malentendantes : enjeux liés aux droits de le personne,
à l’handicap et à l’accessibilité », disponible à:
http://www.ohrc.on.ca/fr/human-rights-disability-andaccessibility-issues-regarding-visual-fire-alarms-peoplewho-are-deaf
19
Voir L’Association des sourds du Canada, « La
santé » disponible à: http://www.cad.ca/health_care.php
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des décisions sur ses soins de santé soit
exclue de la décision simplement en raison de
son handicap.
Les faits de la cause
P.S. était détenu dans une institution en vertu
de la Loi sur la santé mentale. Plusieurs
décisions de la Commission du consentement
et de la capacité ont été rendues pendant ses
19 ans de détention. Ces décisions énoncent
que bien qu’il satisfaisait au critère de
détention involontaire il n’était pas nécessaire
de le détenir dans
un établissement de
sécurité maximale.
De
plus
la
Commission
a
recommandé
que
son équipe de soins
de santé s’assure
qu’il reçoive une
interprétation
convenable pour le
langage
gestuel.
Malheureusement,
La Loi sur la santé
mentale qui était la
loi responsable de la
détention de P.S.
n’avait
pas
de
mécanisme son lequel les conditions de
détention pouvaient être revues.
Par
conséquent, la Commission du consentement
et de la capacité, un tribunal administratif avec
l’expertise
en
matière
de
détentions
psychiatriques ne pouvait pas ordonner son
transfert à un autre niveau de sécurité à
l’intérieur de l’établissement psychiatrique ou
recommander des traitements particuliers ou
de thérapies ou l’augmentation de privilèges
comme des sorties dans la collectivité.
La Cour d’appel a conclu que la Loi sur la
santé mentale ne possédait pas les protections
procédurales nécessaires et portait donc
atteinte aux droits de P.S. en vertu de l’article 7
de la Charte canadienne des droits et libertés
(Charte). La Cour d’appel a ordonné que les
dispositions en vertu de la Loi sur la santé
mentale soient modifiées et que le temps de

détention soit limité à six mois. Toutefois, la
Cour a suspendu cette déclaration pour 12
mois
donnant
ainsi
l’occasion
au
gouvernement ontarien de modifier la
législation pour respecter le jugement de la
Cour. Bien que ce ne soit pas l’objet premier
de cet article, il est important de reconnaître
que ce jugement ne signifie pas qu’un hôpital
psychiatrique doit obligatoirement laisser sortir
un individu qui a été hospitalisé pour plus de
six mois. Il peut y avoir des circonstances
selon lesquelles une personne doit demeurer à
l’hôpital parce qu’elle est désignée comme
étant à un autre
niveau de soins
et qu’elle attend
un
placement
dans une maison
de
soins
de
longue durée.20
Toutes
ces
questions devront
être tenues pour
compte par le
législateur
lorsqu’il traitera
de cette décision.
La Cour d’appel a
conclu que les
droits de P.S. à
l’égalité devant la loi (article 15 de la Charte)
avaient été violés parce qu’il n’avait pas reçu
l’accès à des services d’interprétation dans le
cadre de ses soins de santé pour sa maladie
psychiatrique.
P.S.
n’avait
reçu
malheureusement que quelques services
d’interprétation pour toutes ses séances de
traitement pendant sa période de détention de
19 ans.
La Cour a appliqué l’arrêt de la Cour suprême
Eldridge c. British Columbia (Attorney General)
.21 Dans Eldridge, une cause relative aux
services appropriés pour les sourds dans un
hôpital de la Colombie-Britannique, la Cour
20

Loi sur les foyers de soins de longue durée, 2007,
L.O. 2007, c. 8
21
Eldridge c. British Columbia (Attorney General), 1997
CanLII 327 (CSC), [1997] 3 R.C.S. 624
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suprême a conclu que l’hôpital était tenue de
fournir les moyens nécessaires pour assurer la
« communication efficace » dans l’offre de
services
médicaux
nécessaires.
La
détermination qu’une communication était
« efficace » comprenait des éléments tels que
la
complexité
et
l’importance
des
renseignements à communiquer, le contexte
dans lequel la communication avait lieu et le
nombre de personnes concernées. La Cour
d’appel dans la cause P.S. a statué que bien
qu’une communication efficace n’est pas
nécessaire tout le temps et dans toute
situation, il était important dans le cas de la
détention involontaire de P.S. de lui fournir des
services d’interprétation au-delà du cadre des
services
significatifs
de
thérapie
et
d’interactions.
Nous estimons que les
tribunaux en viendraient à des conclusions
semblables dans le contexte des foyers de
soins de longue durée ou d’autres situations
dans lesquelles les patients sont largement
dépendants des professionnels de la santé
pour leurs traitements.
La Cour a fait la mention particulière de la
nécessité d’avoir recours à des services
d’interprétation
pour
l’obtention
du
consentement de l’appelant pour ou à
l’encontre d’un traitement et a énoncé que
l’obtention des renseignements au sujet des
interventions thérapeutiques ainsi que la
communication du consentement ou du refus
exige de la ‘communication efficace’ à l’aide de
services convenables pour les personnes
souffrant de surdité et que des présomptions
avaient été faites en lien avec les refus de
traitement de P.S. sans tenir compte de ses
obstacles à la communication.
Les répercussions de la cause
La décision de la Cour d’appel souligne encore
une fois que les adaptations pour les
personnes sourdes ou souffrant d’un autre
handicap sont requises pour qu’elles puissent
jouir de façon égalitaire des services de soins
de santé.
Les hôpitaux doivent songer
sérieusement à avoir recours à un interprète
gestuel, des appareils fonctionnels pour
personnes
malentendantes
ou
d’autres

appareils lorsque leur personnel communique
avec
des
personnes
sourdes
ou
malentendantes. De plus, les professionnels de
la santé doivent être extrêmement prudents de
s’assurer de la validité du consentement ou du
refus d’un patient lorsqu’ils décident de ne pas
avoir recours aux services d’un interprète dans
le contexte de l’offre d’un traitement. Il s’agit
après tout de l’obligation juridique du
professionnel de la santé qui propose les soins
de santé d’obtenir un consentement valide
avant le traitement.
Certains hôpitaux ont recours à des façons
innovatrices d’accommoder les patients qui
sont sourds ou malentendants telles qu’avec
les services de vidéos d’interprétation à
distance. La National Association of the Deaf
aux États-Unis a commenté que l’utilisation des
interprètes sur place devraient être privilégiée
et que la qualité de l’audio et le respect de la
vie privée sont également des éléments
essentiels. De plus, des préoccupations sont
présentes dans d’autres domaines de soin
dans les hôpitaux et les foyers de soins de
longue durée. À titre d’exemple, l’accès à un
ATS (téléphone avec texte) pour fixer des
rendez-vous ou un système d’alarme visuel
sont des éléments clés relatifs aux soins qui ne
sont souvent pas tenus pour compte.
Comme la Cour suprême l’a noté dans l’arrêt
Eldridge :« Pour bien des entendants, la
perception dominante qu’ils ont de la surdité
est celle du silence. Cette perception a
perpétué l’ignorance des besoins des
personnes atteintes de surdité et a résulté en
une société qui est en majeure partie
organisée
comme
si
tous
pouvaient
22
entendre.»
La décision P.S. est une étape
de plus vers l’assurance que cette ignorance
n’est pas perpétuée et que ceux qui souffrent
d’handicap auditif ne soient pas condamnés au
silence pour ce qui est de leur participation à
leurs propres soins de santé.

22

Eldridge, supra, note 9, par. 57
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ONTARIO ENERGY SUPPORT PROGRAM: A PRIMER
Stephanie Marchello, ACE Summer Student

The Ontario Energy Board (OEB) recently
proposed an initiative to assist low-income
households with their electricity payments. This
program is called the Ontario Electricity
Support Program (OESP) and it will provide
ongoing assistance to eligible low-income
electricity consumers. The Minister of Energy
has largely endorsed OEB’s plan and
announced the proposed support program on
March 26, 2015.1 There is a Working Group
comprised of various electricity companies that
are
currently
assisting
in
OESP’s
implementation.2 The Ministry of Energy
intends to develop legislative proposals to
support this implementation.3
This new program seeks to address the
problem of low-income Ontarians having to
spend a substantially greater percentage of
their income on electricity than higher-income
households. For example, according to the
OEB, most low-income households spend
roughly 10 per cent or more on electricity,
whereas the highest income bracket spends
only 2 per cent or less. In order to try to bridge
this gap, the OESP will provide ongoing
assistance in the form of a credit to low-income
customers on their electricity bill.
The OEB conducted a year-long consultation in
the development and design of the OESP.
Among the groups consulted were social
service
agencies,
utilities,
low-income
advocates, and First Nations and Métis
communities, both on and off reserve.
Following these consultations, the OEB
1

“Low-Income Assistance Strategy Review” (7 April
2015), online: Ontario Energy Board
<http://www.ontarioenergyboard.ca/>.
2
“Ontario Electricity Support Program Implementation”
(13 April 2015), online: Ontario Energy Board
<http://www.ontarioenergyboard.ca/>.
3
Letter from Bob Chiarelli, Minister of Energy to Ontario
Energy Board (17 February 2015) online: Ontario Energy
Board <http://www.ontarioenergyboard.ca/>.

submitted a report with recommendations for
the new program which the Minister of Energy
largely endorsed.
The recently updated Statistics Canada LowIncome Measure (LIM) will be used to
determine eligibility for consumers of electric
utilities, unit sub-meter providers and retail
energy companies. Once the LIM is used to
qualify eligible customers, the numbers of
people living in the household and their
combined income will be used to calculate the
benefit. Enrolment is not automatic: consumers
must apply, or opt-in, to the program which will
be administered by their central service
provider. Once deemed eligible, customers
must re-apply every two years. However, this
requirement is waived for customers whose
circumstances are unlikely to change, such as
seniors or persons with disabilities who live on
a fixed income.
The OESP aims to give the most support to
those with the greatest need. The sliding scale
of credits available will depend on the number
of people living in the home and their combined
annual income. For example, the OEB
recommendations indicate that a household
with income falling below $28,000.00 would be
automatically eligible for an OESP credit on
their electricity bill of $20.00 per month for a
single person and $30.00 per month for two
people. Households with a combined income of
more than $52,000.00 will not be eligible for the
credit.
The maximum credit is set at $50.00 per month
for a household of seven or more persons with
combined income below $28,000.00 per year.
However, this amount may be increased for
customers with unique needs and/or special
electricity requirements. Examples include
those with electric heat with medical devices
requiring electricity, and First Nations and
Métis customers. These customers would be
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to emergency or illness and
are at risk of disconnection.
Other energy assistance and
conservation
programs
currently available include
the “saveONenergy” Home
Assistance Program, which
aids low-income persons
with upgrading the electrical
efficiency of their households
at no cost6 and the Ontario
Energy and Property Tax
Credit (OEPTC) which helps
low-to moderate income
individuals and families with
property taxes and the sales
tax on energy.7
given a credit based on a separate and more
generous sliding scale. According to the OEB,
this scale would provide a maximum credit of
$75.00 per month.
The proposed implementation date for the
program is January 1, 2016. This coincides
with the removal at the end of 2015 of the Debt
Retirement Charge (DRC) now being paid by
all residential consumers. The DRC is a charge
payable on electricity consumed in Ontario.4
According to Adrian Morrow of the Globe and
Mail, the average household currently pays
about $5.60 a month for the DRC.5 Ultimately,
the Ministry of Energy’s goal is that with the
introduction of OESP credits paired with the
removal of the DRC, electricity costs for
residential users will be lowered.
Additionally,
enrollment
in
the
OESP
automatically enrolls electricity consumers in
related programs such as the Low Income
Emergency Assistance Program (LEAP) which
provides one-time support to customers who
are temporarily unable to make ends meet due

It is important to note that the Ontario Clean
Energy Benefit will also end with the OESP’s
introduction on December 31, 2015.8 The
Clean Energy Benefit currently gives a 10 per
cent discount to all residential hydro users and
businesses of up to 3,000 kilowatt hours a
month. This benefit has been criticized for
disproportionately
rewarding
wealthy
consumers who use a lot of power. The end of
the Clean Energy Benefit will likely mean
higher power costs for many middle and upperincome Ontarians.
Applications for the program will begin in the
fall of 2015. A central service provider will
intake applications online, verify household
income, and confirm eligibility with consumers.
Ontarians needing in-person support with an
online application will be supported by yet-tobe determined local organizations. For more
information about the upcoming OESP, see the
OEB website at www.ontarioenergyboard.ca
and the Ministry of Energy website at
www.energy.gov.on.ca..

6
4

“General Information – Debt Retirement Charge”
(January 2012), online: Ministry of Finance
<http://www.fin.gov.on.ca/en/guides>.
5
Adrian Morrow, “Ontario to Trim Residential Hydro
Bills” (22 April 2014), online: The Globe and Mail
<http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/politics>.

“Backgrounder – Ontario Electricity Support Program”
(26 March 2015), online: Ontario Newsroom
<http://www.news.ontario.ca/>.
7
Ibid.
8
“Ontario Electricity Support Program – Frequently
Asked Questions” (26 March 2015), online: Ontario
Energy Board <http://www.ontarioenergyboard.ca/>.
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CARTER v. CANADA – THE IMPLICATIONS FOR
PHYSICIAN-ASSISTED DEATH
Graham Webb, Staff Litigation Lawyer

The Carter Decision1
In February 2015 the Supreme Court of
Canada decided that a blanket prohibition
against physician-assisted death violates the
right to life, liberty and security of the person
found in section 7 of the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms, and that such a blanket
prohibition is not demonstrably justified in a
free and democratic society.
The Supreme Court declared that the
provisions of the Criminal Code that prohibit
aiding
and
abetting
suicide2
were
constitutionally invalid as it relates to physicianassisted death. It held that these provisions:
… are of no force or effect to the extent
that they prohibit physician-assisted
death for a competent adult person who
(1) clearly consents to the termination
of life and (2) has a grievous and
irremediable
medical
condition
(including an illness, disease or
disability)
that
causes
enduring
suffering that is intolerable to the
individual in the circumstances of his or
her condition.3
However, it suspended its declaration of
invalidity for a period of 12 months.
The Supreme Court had previously held in the
1993 case of Rodriguez v. British Columbia4
that the very same provisions of the Criminal
1

Carter v. Canada (Attorney General), 2015 SCC 5.
Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46, s. 241(b).
3
Carter, supra note Error! Bookmark not defined., at
para. 147.
4
Rodriguez v. British Columbia (Attorney General),
[1993] 3 S.C.R. 519.
2

Code prohibiting physician-assisted death were
at that time constitutionally valid. In Carter, the
Supreme Court held that trial courts were
entitled to reconsider settled rulings of higher
courts when new legal issues were raised or
where there is a change in the circumstances
or evidence that fundamentally shifts the
parameters of the debate. The Court held that
the interpretation of the Charter had materially
changed and advanced since the Rodriguez
case was decided. It also held that the matrix
of legislative and social facts differed from that
of the Rodriguez case. Therefore, the trial
judge in Carter was not bound by the
Rodriguez decision.
The Supreme Court also found that a
prohibition on assisted suicide is, in general, a
valid exercise of the criminal law power under
the Canadian constitution. Health is an area of
concurrent
provincial
jurisdiction,
which
suggests that aspects of physician-assisted
death may be the subject of a valid legislation
by both federal and provincial governments,
depending on the circumstances and the focus
of the legislation. Therefore, both the federal
and provincial governments could legislate in
the area of physician-assisted death.
The Supreme Court found that in so far as it
prohibits
physician-assisted
death
for
competent adults who seek such assistance as
a result of grievous and irremediable medical
conditions that cause enduring and intolerable
suffering, the prohibition on assisted suicide
deprives these adults of their right to life, liberty
and security of the person under section 7 of
the Charter. The Supreme Court held that it
may deprive some individuals of the right to life
by forcing them to take their own lives
prematurely, for fear they would be incapable
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of doing so when they reached the point where
suffering was intolerable. The prohibition also
engaged their liberty interest as it also denies
people in this situation the right to make
decisions concerning their bodily integrity and
medical care; and, by leaving them to endure
intolerable suffering, it impinges on their
security of the person.
The Supreme Court found that a valid
legislative objective of a prohibition on assisted
suicide, in general, is not to preserve life in all
circumstances, but more specifically to protect
vulnerable persons from being induced to
commit suicide at a time of weakness.
However, the prohibition catches people
outside the class of protected persons and
violates section 7 of the Charter because it is
“overbroad”.
The Supreme Court held that a prohibition
against physician-assisted death is not
demonstrably justified in a free and democratic
society because although it has a pressing and
substantial objective, the prohibition is not

proportionate to a valid legislative objective. It
reasoned that that a blanket prohibition would
not be necessary since a permissive regime
with properly designed and administered
safeguards would be capable of protecting
vulnerable persons from abuse and error. The
Supreme Court held that vulnerability can be
assessed on an individual basis, using the
procedures that physicians apply in their
assessment of informed consent and
decisional capacity in the context of medical
decision-making more generally.
As
stated
above,
the
specific
and
circumscribed declaration of constitutional
invalidity was suspended for 12 months.
Implications of the Carter Decision
No Substitute Decision-Making in Physician
Assisted Death
One of the implications of the Carter decision is
that under the terms of the Supreme Court’s
declaration, informed consent to physician-
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assisted death cannot be provided by a
substitute decision-maker. In Ontario, if a
health practitioner proposing a treatment
believes that a person is mentally capable of
making treatment decisions, then the health
practitioner must obtain informed consent from
the person. If the health practitioner proposing
a treatment believes that the person is not
mentally capable of making treatment
decisions, then informed consent must be
obtained from a substitute decision-maker
before a treatment is administered. In the area
of physician-assisted death, substitute consent
to physician-assisted death would not be
available. The Supreme Court’s declaration is
limited to “a competent adult person”. If a
person is not mentally capable of making
treatment decisions, then physician-assisted
death would still be contrary to the Criminal
Code and would be outside the boundaries of
the Supreme Court’s declaration.
Assessment of Mental Capacity
The Supreme Court affirmed a factual finding
of the trial judge that “it would be possible for
physicians to apply the informed consent
standard to patients who seek assistance in
dying, adding the caution that physicians
should ensure that patients are properly
informed of their diagnosis and prognosis and
the range of available options for medical
care . . .”5 It also agreed with the trial judge that
“the risks associated with physician-assisted
death can be limited through a carefully
designed
and
monitored
system
of
safeguards.”6
There are at present no safeguards in Ontario
that specifically apply to physician-assisted
death. Any system of safeguards would have to
address inherent power imbalances between
older adults and their physicians that have the
potential to compromise the informed-consent
standard in various medical interactions. Olderadult patients are more readily found to be
capable of making treatment decisions when
they agree with a treatment offered by a
5
6

physician or other health-care provider.
Conversely, they are more likely to be found
incapable of treatment decisions when they
disagree or resist the treatment offered. In
some cases, treatment is administered without
informed consent at all where an older adult is
clearly incapable of treatment decision-making
but simply makes no objection to the treatment
offered, even though in such cases the legally
correct standard would be to obtain informed
consent from a substitute decision-maker. The
existing standard of informed consent as it is
presently applied in Ontario would most likely
form an inadequate safeguard against
vulnerability in the area of physician-assisted
death.
Furthermore, in Ontario the assessment of
capacity for treatment decisions is performed
by the health practitioner who proposes a
treatment. There is at present no requirement
to obtain a second or independent opinion on
the capacity of a person to make his or her own
treatment decisions under Ontario law. One
essential element of a carefully designed and
monitored system of safeguards would have to
include a more rigorous assessment of
decisional capacity.
Grievous and Irremediable Medical Conditions
A key limitation of the Carter decision is that
the criminal prohibition against physicianassisted
death
has
been
declared
constitutionally invalid for those persons with a
“grievous and irremediable medical condition
(including an illness, disease or disability) that
causes enduring suffering that is intolerable to
the individual in the circumstances of his or her
condition”. One difficulty with this limitation is
that it describes a highly subjective and
potentially broad criterion.

Carter, supra, note 1, at para. 106.
Ibid. at para. 117.
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The issue of vulnerability arises in this context
because of the possibility of subtle or overt
pressure on older adults and persons with
disabilities to accept or pursue physicianassisted death. The marginalization of older
adults and persons with disabilities demands
rigorous safeguards that prevent older adults
and persons with disabilities from unduly
devaluing their own lives due to societal
pressures to the point that a medical condition
might avoidably and unnecessarily become
“intolerable
to
the individual in
the
circumstances of his or her condition.”
Developing a Permissive
Properly Designed and
Safeguards

Regime with
Administered

The Supreme Court predicated its decision in
Carter on the development of a permissive
regime
with
properly
designed
and
administered safeguards in the area of
physician-assisted death.
Development of a system of safeguards
anticipated by the Supreme Court is a pressing
issue because of the passage of time. Twelve
months is already a rather brief window in
which to perform public consultations and
develop a properly designed and administered
system of safeguards. The timing of the
expected fall 2015 general election may also
cause delays.
If the federal government expresses a desire to
legislate in the area of physician-assisted
death, it could return to the Supreme Court to
request an extension of the 12-month grace
period. However, it would be expected that
there is a clear expression of an intention to
act, and an acceptable legislative timetable
before the Supreme Court would grant such an
extension. This raises the possibility that in
February 2016, the Supreme Court’s
declaration of invalidity with respect to
physician-assisted suicide might come into
effect before any particular safeguards are
enacted.
It is entirely possible that the federal
government may choose not to act in the area

of physician-assisted death, leaving the
interpretation of the Supreme Court’s
declaration to the courts and the development
of properly designed and administered
safeguards to individual provinces. Absent
specific legislative direction, physicians could
be reticent to act given the possibility that the
application of a constitutional declaration may
be decided by a lower court in the process of a
criminal proceeding.
Already, the Province of Québec has enacted
legislation in this field that will come into effect
in 2016.7 Some other provinces, including
Ontario, have administrative tribunals such as
the Consent and Capacity Board that could be
an appropriate vehicle for the oversight of legal
issues concerning physician-assisted death. In
view of the Supreme Court’s finding in Carter
that provinces have a concurrent legislative
jurisdiction over the health-law aspects of
physician-assisted death, it is entirely
foreseeable that individual provinces may
choose to legislate in this area. At this point, it
is not known what any system of safeguards
would look like, and whether such safeguards
would be uniform on a national basis, roughly
comparable from province-to-province, or a
patchwork of divergent provincial legislation.
Older adults and their families have a critical
interest in the policy debate on physicianassisted death. It would be highly desirable that
older adults and their families think about these
issues, educate themselves and where
appropriate make their views known.
7

An Act Respecting End-of-Life Care, CQLR, s. S32.0001.
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THE ROLE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF HOUSING EQUITY
EVICTION PREVENTION FOR SENIORS AND VULNERABLE RESIDENTS IN
TORONTO COMMUNITY HOUSING
Angeline Douglas, Paralegal / Law Clerk

An elderly person at risk of homelessness, or
already experiencing homelessness, presents
unique issues that require special attention.1
This special attention may include direct
personal contact with the elderly person and
vulnerable persons with low income to prevent
that person from living on the streets.
According to a 2013 report of the Ombudsman
of the City of Toronto, “93% of Toronto
Community Housing Corporation (TCHC)
tenants get rental subsidy and live in rentgeared-to-income (RGI) units.
Of 26,809
seniors (59 or older), over 25,000 live in RGI
units. More than 6,500 TCHC seniors are over
80 years of age”.2
The eviction and later death of 82-year-old Al
Gosling from his TCHC home of 21 years in
October 2009 led to significant changes on
how the TCHC handles evictions of its seniors
59 years or older and vulnerable residents
(residents facing challenge and have no
resources to deal with that challenge). The
Office of the Commissioner of Housing Equity
(OCHE) was created to effect this change by
overseeing the TCHC’s eviction prevention
policy. The OCHE attempts to take a hands-on
approach to help seniors and vulnerable
persons avoid loss of their RGI subsidy and
eviction from their TCHC home.
1

Bobbi Jo Evans, “ Serving Elderly People Experiencing
Homelessness” (2011) online: The Homeless Hub
<http://www.homelesshub.ca >
2
Fiona Crean, “Housing at Risk - An Investigation into
the Toronto Community Housing Corporation’s Eviction
of Seniors on the Basis of Rent Arrears” (6 June 2013)
online: Office of the Ombudsman City of Toronto
<http://www.ombudstoronto.ca>

This is a summary of the role of the Office of
the Commissioner of Housing Equity (OCHE)
in the Toronto Community Housing (TCH)
eviction prevention process.
What is the OCHE?
The Office of the Commissioner of Housing
Equity is an independent office that oversees
the Toronto Community Housing Corporation
(TCHC)’s eviction prevention policy in respect
of seniors and vulnerable residents.
The
OCHE works to ensure that seniors and
vulnerable residents of TCHC receive
adequate provisions and protections when they
are at risk of losing their housing due to loss of
their RGI subsidy or eviction because of rental
arrears.3
Why was the OCHE Formed?
81-year old Al Gosling was evicted for arrears
of rent from his TCH home where he lived for
21 years. After his eviction in May 2009, Al
Gosling was homeless for five months. He was
living in the stairwell of his former TCH home
when he was taken by ambulance to the
Humber River Hospital, then to Good Shepherd
Centre Shelter, later to Sherbourne Health
Centre and finally to Toronto General Hospital.
He developed an infection which caused a
decline in his health. TCHC attempted to
reinstate his tenancy while he was in Toronto
General Hospital but it was too late. Al Gosling

3

“Backgrounder: Role and Responsibilities of the
Commission of Housing Equity” online: Toronto
Community Housing <http://www.torontohousing.ca>
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died on October 11, 2009, five months after
being evicted from his TCHC apartment.4
Justice LeSage’s Report
The OCHE was created as a result of
recommendations from The Honourable
Justice Patrick J. LeSage in his May 2010
“Report on the Eviction of Al Gosling and the
Eviction Prevention Policy of Toronto
Community Housing Corporation”. One of
Justice LeSage’s recommendations was the
establishment of an independent office, the
Commissioner of Housing Equity, to address
these eviction issues.5 Justice LeSage believed
that a variety of methods of direct personal
contact including knocking on tenant’s door,
procedural fairness and eviction prevention are
keys to protecting housing for seniors and

vulnerable residents of TCHC. Justice LeSage
found that only 40, fewer than 1 per cent of
tenants of the 5,000 tenants who received a
Notice of Termination (N4), are actually evicted
from their unit. Justice LeSage stated however
that those 40 evictions do not include those
“phantom evictions” where tenants leave
voluntarily as a result of the fear a N4 notice
instills in them.6
Fiona Crean Toronto Ombudsman’s Report
Before the OCHE became operational, Fiona
Crean, City of Toronto’s Ombudsman did an
investigation and further report in June 2013.
The Office of the Ombudsman’s report,
“Housing at Risk” again highlighted that the
TCHC eviction process is unfairly evicting
seniors.7 One of Crean’s recommendations

4

The Honourable Patrick J. LeSage, “Report on the
Eviction of Al Gosling and the Eviction Prevention Policy
of Toronto Community Housing Corporation” (May 2010)
online: Toronto Community Housing
<http://www.torontohousing.ca>.
5
Ibid.

6

Ibid.
“TCH unfairly evicting seniors, Toronto ombudsman
says” (6 June 2013) online: CBC/Radio Canada <
http://www.cbc.ca>
7
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was that the outstanding recommendations of
Justice LeSage agreed to by TCHC be
implemented without further delay and no later
than October 1, 2013.8

OCHE will first have to obtain authority from
the TCHC to review the file.

What is the Role of the OCHE?

On October 10, 2009 Toronto Housing Acting
CEO Keiko Nakamura responded to public
concerns about Al Gosling’s state of health by
stating, “for 3 years Mr. Gosling has not verified
his income to confirm he is eligible for
subsidized housing, fell behind on his rent and
his arrears grew.”10 Despite letters, telephone
conversations, meetings, agreement, and
mediation at the Landlord and Tenant Board to
try and explain to him his responsibilities and
keep him housed, they were unable to resolve
his tenancy issues.

The OCHE was opened on April 1, 2014; four
years after Justice LeSage provided his
recommendations.
The OCHE assists with TCHC’s eviction
prevention of seniors and vulnerable residents
and loss of subsidy by reviewing rent arrears
and loss of subsidy files referred to it by TCHC,
assisting with resolution and reporting, and
making recommendations to TCHC and its
seniors and vulnerable residents.
According to the OCHE, “Between April 1 and
December 31, 2014, the OCHE was referred to
a total of 109 senior or vulnerable households
that were in arrears of rent and facing eviction
application at the LTB. As of December 31,
2014, a total of 75 decisions have been issued,
of which only 19 resulted in matters proceeding
to the LTB for eviction proceedings. 75% of
the arrears files referred to the OCHE did not
need to proceed to an eviction application at
the Landlord and Tenant Board (LTB).”9
Review of Arrears and Loss of Subsidy Files
The TCHC operates under a combination of its
own policies and procedures to govern its
communities - including an eviction prevention
policy for non-payment of rent (arrears) - and
legislation including the Housing Services Act,
2011, with respect to subsidies and the
Residential Tenancies Act, 2006 with respect
to tenancy.
The OCHE reviews files referred to it by TCHC
to ensure that TCHC have followed the
relevant legislation and its policies. Although
residents may contact the OCHE directly, the

8

Fiona Crean, supra, note 2
“Backgrounder on the Office of the Commissioner of
Housing Equity”, Commissioner of Housing Equity
9

Resolution

By eschewing the use of threatening demand
letters and eviction notices when seniors and
vulnerable tenants are in rent arrears - which
would most likely discourage action and
communication with TCHC office - the OCHE
has taken the approach of direct personal
contact such as having a face to face meeting
with the senior and vulnerable resident. This
was successful with 90 per cent of the
households referred to them. This action by
the
OCHE
reflects
Justice
LeSage’s
recommendation that TCHC meet face-to-face
with a tenant in arrears rather than rely on
sending intimidating, potentially confusing
letters.11
Some of the resolution methods the OCHE
uses include the following:
a) early intervention, including catching
arrears within the first few months before
they escalate;
b) a reasonable repayment agreement;
c) maintain housing while re-paying and
managing arrears owing to TCHC;
d) reinstating a previously lost RGI subsidy;
10

“Toronto Community Housing announces independent
review of tenant death” (13 October 2009) online
Toronto Community Housing <torontohousing.ca>
11
Paul Moloney “Justice Patrick LeSage says TCHC’s
wrongful evictions are ‘sad’ and avoidable” (11, June
2013) online: Toronto Star Newspapers Ltd.
<thestar.com>
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Reporting/Recommending
From the 464 full audits of 520 loss of subsidy
files that was completed by OCHE with respect
to compliance with operational policies,
procedures and legislation, the OCHE
identified
significant
gaps
in
TCHC’s
documentation standards, adherence to
statutory timelines, and application of its own
internal policies.12 The OCHE provides its
recommendations to TCHC on ways to address
deficiencies and invites response from the
TCHC on the resolution efforts. The OCHE
also reports to each resident on the review and
resolution of his/her file.
Conclusion

e) reversing false arrears that accrued
during the period of time of the lost RGI
subsidy;
f) assisting residents to identify other ways
to avoid arrears in the future including
setting up direct deposit for rental
arrears;
g) ensuring fair treatment of seniors and
vulnerable TCHC residents; and,
h) providing general assistance to seniors
and vulnerable residents to preserve their
housing.

A senior or vulnerable resident of TCHC may
receive a Notice of Loss of Subsidy or a Notice
of Termination (N4) only after the OCHE has
exhausted all of its options. It is the opinion of
both Justice LeSage and Fiona Crean that
eviction of a senior and vulnerable resident
should be a last resort and we must make all
effort to avoid such a situation. The OCHE is
merely one step in this direction.

Like our Newsletter?
Know anyone who is great at
layout or design who would be
able to volunteer their time to
assist ACE in putting together
future Newsletters?

After reviewing and assisting to resolve the
loss of subsidy and eviction dispute within their
mandate, the OCHE will report and make
recommendations on each file both to the
resident and the TCHC. The goal is to resolve
these issues within 30 days in order to prevent
a senior or vulnerable resident’s housing from
becoming at risk, however, an extension will be
requested if necessary.

Please contact the Newsletter editor
at maheandb@lao.on.ca

12

“Backgrounder on the Office of the Commissioner of
Housing Equity”, Commissioner of Housing Equity
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If you are not already a member of ACE, please consider joining. Benefits of membership include
the ACE Newsletter (published twice a year) and voting privileges at the Annual General Meeting.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
ADVOCACY CENTRE FOR THE ELDERLY*

2 Carlton Street, Suite 701, Toronto, Ontario, M5B 1J3 | www.acelaw.ca | Phone: 416-598-2656

Name:_______________________________________________________________________
(Individual or Representative of Corporation/ Partnership/ Organization)
Corporate Contact (if applicable) __________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________ Apt. __________
City: __________________________________________ Postal Code: ___________________
Telephone: (Home) ______________________ (Business) _____________________________
Email Address: ________________________________________________________________
(complete email address if you would like your newsletter via email instead of regular mail)
Membership Fee (check one)
•
Individual
•
Corporate, partnership, or other non-individual member

$10.00 enclosed
$25.00 enclosed

In addition to my membership fee, a donation of $_____ is enclosed**
*
**

Holly Street Advocacy Centre for the Elderly Inc.
A tax receipt will be issued for donations over $10.00.

Your membership is important. If the fee presents financial difficulties, please feel free to join
anyway at no cost.
Committee Membership: I am interested in seniors' issues and would consider membership on an
ACE Committee.
Yes
No
Membership Expiry Date: Annual General Meeting, Fall 2015
Please feel free to photocopy or cut out this page and the next and send it ACE to become a member!
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Conflict of Interest Declaration
I confirm that neither I nor my spouse, if I have a spouse, nor the Corporation/Partnership/
Organization I represent (if Corporate, Partnership or other non individual member applicant) have
an interest in a proposed or current contract, piece of litigation, client case, law reform, or any
other activity or transaction of ACE that would place me in conflict with ACE. I also agree to abide
by the conflict of interest guidelines in the ACE bylaw during the period of time I am a member of
ACE.

________________________________
Signature
ACE Bylaw - Conflict of Interest Guidelines - Summary
(Full text of the conflict of interest sections will be provided on request made to 416-598-2656)
Every Member who is, or may be, in any way directly or indirectly or who has a spouse who is, or may be, directly or
indirectly or who is, or whose spouse is, an employee, officer or Director of an organization which directly or indirectly
has, or may have, an interest in a proposed or current contract, piece of litigation, client case, law reform, or any
other activity or transaction of the Centre shall make a full and fair disclosure of the nature and extent of the interest
to the Board of Directors of ACE at the earliest opportunity after learning of the potential or actual conflict.
After making such declaration of such an actual or potential conflict, that member shall not take part in any discussion
on the issue nor vote on such contract, piece of litigation, client case, law reform or any other activity or transaction
nor shall he or she be counted in the quorum in respect to such contract, piece of litigation, client case, law reform or
any other activity or transaction.
If a Member or Representative of a Corporate Member fails to make a declaration of his or her interest or the
corporate interest in a contract, piece of litigation, client case, law reform or any other activity or transaction in
compliance with this clause, he or she shall account to and reimburse the Centre for all profit realized by him or her
and, upon resolution approved by a majority of the Board of Directors, shall submit his or her resignation as a
Member.
Where any member feels that another member may be in a conflict of interest, the former may raise the issue at a
Board meeting or at a meeting of the membership and the Chairperson shall discontinue discussion of the business
at hand until the issue of conflict of interest has been dealt with.
Where a member fails or refuses to declare conflict of interest, the issue of whether or not such conflict exists may be
determined by the Board by resolution moved, seconded and passed by a simple vote.
When it is so found, as set above, that a member is in a conflict of interest, he or she shall not take any further part
in discussion on the issue and shall not vote on the issue.
No owner or management official of a long term care facility or employee of any organization representing long term
care facilities or retirement homes shall be eligible to be elected to the Board of Directors of the Advocacy Centre for
the Elderly.

COMMENTS FOR THE EDITOR ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTERS
Comments about this newsletter may be sent
to the editor, Bernadette Maheandiran, via
regular mail or email at maheandb@lao.on.ca.

To receive a copy of this and future newsletters
electronically, please send an email to Terri
Stein at steint@lao.on.ca
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